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The *Professional Constructor* biannually publishes papers dealing with research and practice. Submissions can be either peer-reviewed research papers or committee-reviewed special topic papers. Any paper considered needs to contribute to the advancement of the industry and the professional constructor.

Peer-reviewed articles shall be an original composition and may include such areas as: past practice, current interest and trends, suggested new field of activity, or results of construction-related research. The paper must be a serious study that contributes to the educational, planning, management, construction, development, or business phase of the construction industry. Though the main readership of the journal is academics and professionals in the United States and Canada, international studies relevant to the global market will be considered.

Special topic papers can be submitted by academics or the industry for review by the publication committee. The papers should present and share special uses of technology, unique projects worthy of sharing with the industry, or other topics of interest that may not constitute the depth of presentation and research of a peer-reviewed paper but are worth disseminating to the industry. Special topic papers must not be marketing and sales material but can include company information relevant to the presented topic.

For any questions about the Professional Constructor or to have a manuscript considered for publication, please contact: jlucas2@clemson.edu or reference the website: [https://aic-builds.org/resources/journal/](https://aic-builds.org/resources/journal/)